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Retro-reflective  coatings  applied  to  blinds  of reduced  geometric  complexity  promise  to  provide  view  to
the outside  while  effectively  controlling  solar  gains  and  glare.  To  characterize  the  reflection  characteris-
tics  of  such  coatings  over  the  entire  solar  spectrum,  a novel  extension  to  a scanning  gonio-photometer  is
developed.  The  extended  instrument  is  tested  and  applied  to measure  a coating’s  Bidirectional  Reflection
Distribution  Function  including  the  region  of the retro-reflected  peak.  The  measured  datasets  are  com-
piled  into  a data-driven  reflection  model  for the  daylight  simulation  software  Radiance.  This  model  is
applied  to illustrate  the  coating’s  effect  in a comparison  to  purely  diffuse  and  specular  surface  finishes  on
geometrically  identical,  flat  blinds.  Daylight  supply,  the  probability  of  glare,  and solar  gains  are  assessed
aylight simulation
ata-driven model
SDF
hading
lare
adiance

for  an  exemplary,  South-oriented  office  under  sunny  sky  conditions.  The  results  indicate  the  potential  of
the coating  to effectively  shade  direct  sunlight  even  if  applied  on blinds  with  minimalistic  geometries.
The  modeling  technique  is  shown  to  be a general  means  to replicate  the irregular  optical  properties  of
the  coating,  which  cannot  be  represented  by  the  standard  models  in  daylight  simulation  software.

© 2017  The  Author.  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V.  This  is  an open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY  license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
omplex fenestration

. Introduction

.1. Background and objectives

The effective shading of direct sunlight is a key requirement
or fenestration systems aiming for high thermal and visual per-
ormance. Solar gains shall be avoided at most times to prevent
ver-heating effects in well-insulated buildings. Exposure to direct
unlight, while desirable to a certain degree in residential buildings
1], can cause discomfort and veiling glare and severely affect the
isual comfort e.g. in offices. Yet the supply of daylight and a view
o the outside are essential performance criteria in facade design
ince they address energy efficiency targets as well as the comfort

nd well-being of occupants [2,3].

Venetian blinds comprising profiles of often high geometric
omplexity address the dilemma to minimize the obstruction of

Abbreviations: BS, beam splitter; BSDF, Bidirectional Scattering distribution
unction; CBDM, climate-based daylight modeling; CFS, complex fenestration sys-
em; DGI, Daylight Glare Index; DGP, Daylight Glare Probability; DSF, differential
cattering function; IGDB, International Glazing Database; NIr, near infrared light
80–2500 nm;  sDA, spatial Daylight Autonomy; SHGC, solar heat gain coefficient;
is,  visible light 380–780 nm;  XML, extensible markup language.

E-mail address: larsoliver.grobe@hslu.ch

ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2017.12.029
378-7788/© 2017 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article un
view and daylight aperture, but exclude sunlight from being trans-
mitted directly or by reflections in the fenestration [4,5]. However,
the use of simple geometries appears to be desirable for at least
two reasons. First, the manufacturing process to produce blinds
with complex profiles is elaborate, if low tolerances shall be main-
tained. Second, any profile deviating from an ideal, flat slat occludes
the view to the outside.

As an innovative approach to decouple shading performance
from profile geometry, the application of a retro-reflective coat-
ing to the slats of Venetian blinds, and its effect on the daylight
supply to an attached office, shall be tested.

1.2. Retro-reflection

Retro-reflection forms a special case of irregular light scatter-
ing by devices that “reflect incident light back toward the direction
of the light source, operating over a wide range of angles of inci-
dence” [6,pp. 31–32]. The effect is utilized in a range of applications
such as traffic signs and reflectors attached e.g. to clothes enhancing
visibility.

When applied to complex fenestration systems (CFS), the term

retro-reflection is often used in a broader sense, including devices
that deflect light by altering only the elevation angle [7,8]. Since
the horizontal azimuth angle is not affected by such CFSs, retro-
reflection according to the formal definition given above occurs

der the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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ig. 1. A naive approach to measure retro-reflection leads to shading by the detector.

nly for one given cardinal direction. Examples are retro-reflecting
linds, formed by extrusion of two-dimensional profiles. Such
lats with configurable inclination angle are employed in CFSs to
lock direct sunlight. Complex profile geometries, combining sec-
ions that retro-reflect light from potential incident sun directions
ith sections that deflect light upward, allow to balance the day-

ight supply from direct sunlight with solar gains. The application
f small-scale prismatic structures achieves retro-reflection even
ith simple geometries such as extruded arcs [9,10].

The use of retro-reflective coatings comprising spherical and
rismatic micro-structures in buildings has been proposed to mit-

gate urban heat islands effects [11,12]. A transparent window film
pplying such prismatic micro-structures has been demonstrated
o selectively retro-reflect incident sunlight from high elevation
13].

Applied on the surface of Venetian blinds, retro-reflective coat-
ngs have the potential to meet high visual and thermal comfort
argets even with simple geometric profiles according to ray-
racing based assessments [14]. Empirical methods are however
equired to account for effects caused by imperfections in the
omposition and application of coatings [15], and if the effective
icro-structure is unknown or cannot be disclosed.

.3. Measurement techniques

In typical configurations for reflection measurements, the retro-
eflected fraction of scattered light is assumed to be negligible and
xcluded. An indirect measurement of this retro-reflected fraction
y comparing absorption derived from calorimetric measurements
ith radiometric measurements of diffuse reflection has been pro-

osed as an approximation [16].
A more comprehensive description of the directional distribu-

ion of retro-reflected light can be expressed by the Bidirectional
cattering distribution function (BSDF), describing the radiative
ux between any pair of incident and outgoing scattered direction

17–20]. However, such directionally resolved characterization of
etro-reflection employing gonio-photometers is a particular chal-
enge, since light source and detector occlude each other if incident
nd outgoing direction are close to equal (Fig. 1). Only a very long
istance between sample and detector allows to cover the peak

egion of highly directional retro-reflection in such direct measure-

ents [21].
The introduction of a plate beam splitter (BS) between light

ource and sample allows the gonio-photometric measurement of

Fig. 2. Configuration employing one beam-splitter.
Fig. 3. Sample for the measurement of the retro-reflective BSDF. The coating is
applied on a 150 mm × 150 mm metal sheet, which is laminated on a glass pane
as  rigid support.

retro-reflection (Fig. 2) [22,23]. Light from the illuminator is par-
tially transmitted by the BS to the sample. The retro-reflected light
is then partially reflected by the BS to the detector. With an ideal
BS, that transmits 50% of the incident light and reflects the other
50% without any absorptive losses, the detected signal would be
attenuated to 0.50 × 0.50 = 0.25. The method relies on prior knowl-
edge of the exact optical properties of the BS, which depend on the
direction as well as the wavelength of light.

1.4. Modelling retro-reflection

To predict the retro-reflective effect caused by geometric
structures, computational techniques for the simulation of light
propagation such as ray-tracing can be employed with detailed
geometric models [24,25]. However, due to the model complex-
ity and size resulting from such approaches if applied to extended
CFS, methods hiding the optically complex internal mechanisms are
often preferred. Functional descriptions of the BSDF allow to hide
the geometric complexity of retro-reflective structures. Numerous
analytical [26], numerical [27–29], and empirical [30] models for
particular cases of retro-reflection have been proposed but are of
no general applicability.

Data-driven models are of general applicability but rely on huge
datasets. Basis functions such as wavelets or spherical harmonics
provide a means to compress such datasets at resolutions adequate
to replicate characteristic features of BSDFs [31–33]. Radiance as a
validated lighting simulation software for visual comfort assess-
ment [34] implements a data-driven model based on adaptive
data-reduction applied to a discrete representation of the BSDF as
a four-dimensional tensor [35,36]. The dimensions of the tensor
relate to incident and outgoing direction via an equal-area map-
ping algorithm between square and disk [37,38]. An interface to
measured data is provided, featuring an advanced interpolation
algorithm to reconstruct the full BSDF from sparse measurements
for few incident directions [39–41]. The model is capable to repli-
cate the characteristics of a retro-reflective coating [14].

2. Materials and method

2.1. Exemplary sample of a retro-reflective coating
For the measurement of its BSDF, the retro-reflective coating
was applied to a metal sheet of 150 mm × 150 mm.  This sheet was
subsequently laminated onto a flat glass pane. The glass as a rigid
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Fig. 4. Gonio-photometer employed in this study. The incident direction (red) is set
by  two-axis rotation of the sample. Rotation of the detectors on a spherical path
around the sample continuously varies the outgoing direction (green) in the course
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Fig. 5. Modified configuration for retro-reflection employing two BSs. Detector’
(Green): reference measurement to characterize unobstructed beam. Detector (red):
measurement of light scattered by sample. Light paths not contributing to the mea-
surement, such as light reflected back to the source from the second BS, are not
shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in this legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of the article.)
f  the measurement. Illustration based on imagery by pab advanced technologies
td, Freiburg. (For interpretation of the references to color in this legend, the reader
s  referred to the web version of the article.)

upport prevents the sample from bending, which would affect the
rientation of the measured surface region in the measurement.
he sample is shown in Fig. 3. Surface imperfections are visible
hich are due to the prototype character of the specimen.

.2. Measurement of the BSDF

A scanning gonio-photometer is chosen for the measurement for
wo reasons. First, since measurements are performed sequentially
nd independently at each pair of incident and outgoing directions,

 higher dynamic range is achieved when compared to image-based
echniques. The dynamic range is crucial to capture the expected,
ighly directional reflection by the sample as well as features of
he BSDF where its value is low. Second, the open design of the
nstrument supports modifications.

The gonio-photometer in its default configuration is illustrated
y Fig. 4. A light source with collimator is illuminating a spot on
he sample from an invariant position. The size of this spot, which
efines the sampling aperture over which the BSDF is averaged in
he measurement, is adjusted to a diameter of ≈10 mm by slight
ocusing of the beam. The rotation of the sample over two axes
efines the incident light direction. A detector mounted on a robotic
rm is performing a continuous movement on a configurable path
round the sample, varying the outgoing scattered light direction,
nd records irradiance at intervals of about 1 �s. The use of differ-
nt semi-conductor devices such as silicon (Si) or indium gallium
rsenide (InGaAS), optionally coupled with filters, allows to match

 given spectral target response.
The BSDF of a sample is acquired by two subsequent measure-

ents. First, the effective power of the light source on the sample
i is determined by integration of the unobstructed beam’s inten-
ity distribution. Second, under identical illumination conditions,
ight scattered by a sample introduced into the beam is recorded
y the detector as irradiance E at direction (�i, �i, �s, �s). BSDF and
ifferential scattering function (DSF) are calculated [19] as:

BSDF(�i, �i, �s, �s) = DSF(�i, �i, �s, �s)
cos �s

= Es(�i, �i, �s, �s)
Pi · cos �s

(1)

.3. Extension of the gonio-photometer to measure

etro-reflection

To allow the measurement of the retro-reflected peak, the
onio-photometer is extended by two BSs as shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. The introduction of BSs extends the optical path from the centre of the sample
at Or to the detector at B. The scatter direction relative to the mirror image of O′

r is
calculated from the direction relative to the centre of the detector rotation O.

The first BS is located at the center of rotation of the detec-
tor. The sample is pressed against a rigid mounting plate from the
back. This plate is installed at a distance of 105 mm behind the
beam-splitter and can be manually rotated around its vertical axis
to set the incident elevation angle �i. As illustrated by the red beam,
light is transmitted by the beam-splitter, is scattered by the sam-
ple back toward the incident direction, and then reflected from the
BS to the detector at position Detector. This path is identical to the
configuration in Fig. 2.

The chosen BS features equal transmission and reflection
� ≈ 0.49, � ≈ 0.49 for the wavelength range of visible light
380–780 nm (Vis) and angle of incidence �i,bs = 45◦. However, to
evaluate the shading performance of the coating, the entire solar
spectrum including Vis and near infrared light 780 nm to 2500 nm
(NIr) has to be accounted for. Transmission and reflection proper-
ties strongly depend on the wavelength and were e.g. measured as
� ≈ 0.26, � ≈ 0.72 for NIr. An elaborate approach to account for this
wavelength dependency would be to characterize the optical prop-
erties of the BS over the solar spectrum, and subsequently spectrally
resolve the BSDF measurement. However, the high spectral reso-
lution adds, in most cases of spectrally flat reflection unnecessary,
complexity to the measurement and evaluation.

To compensate for the wavelength dependence of the BS’s prop-
erties, a second, identical BS is placed next to the first at an angle of

90◦. In analogy to the beam characterization in the BSDF measure-
ments employing the gonio-photometer’s default configuration,
the unobstructed beam is measured at position Detector′ via one
reflection on the first, and one transmission by the second BS (green
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eam in Fig. 5). Since both light paths (green and red) involve one
eflection and one transmission event on identical BSs, exact a priori
nowledge of their properties, which vary for different wavelength
anges, is not required. This assumes that that the sample’s reflec-
ion spectrum is flat within the wavelength range covered by one

easurement and greatly simplifies the measurement.
Due to the location of the sample behind the detector’s center

f rotation, its optical distance to the detector (rr, red in Fig. 6) does
ot match the detector radius (r, blue in Fig. 6). The effective scatter
irection �r,s according to the extended optical distance rr can be

ound from the direction relative to the centre of the detector radius
s as recorded by the instrument:

in �r,s = r

rr
· sin �s (2)

The measured datasets resulting from the measurement are
otated so that the angular offset of 90◦ caused by the BSs is com-
ensated, and all data exceeding ±7.5◦ from the direction of ideal
etro-reflection is culled. The resulting BSDF, limited to the region
f the peak that cannot be otherwise measured, is finally com-
ined with a measurement on the unmodified gonio-photometer
xcluding the peak region.

.4. Testing of the extended gonio-photometer

To test the method, the BSDFs of a front-side mirror as measured
ith and without BSs are compared.

For retro-reflection occurring at normal incidence (�i = 0◦,
i = 0◦), a direct comparison with the gonio-photometer’s default
onfiguration is not possible due to the shading of the light source
y the detector. Instead, the BSDF at scattered directions close to
he peak region that can be measured with the default configura-
ion and with the extended setup are compared. Any discontinuity
f the BSDFs acquired by the two different setups is considered an
rtifact introduced by the method.

An important source of error in the peak region, characterized
y a steep gradient, is misalignment of the sample in the mea-
urements with and without beam-splitters. Alignment errors are
xpected to a certain degree due to the experimental nature of
he instrument extension. To correct for this expected misalign-

ent, the dataset resulting from the measurement employing BSs
s rotated so that the maximum BSDF is located at � = 0◦.

A second measurement for one incident direction (�i = 10◦,
i = 0◦), employing only the default configuration, shall allow to

est the capability of the method to capture details in the BSDF at
igh directional resolution. The peak shape for adjacent incident
irections is expected to change only gradually. A strong disagree-
ent of the peak shape with the measurement employing BSs at
�i = 0◦, �i = 0◦) would therefore indicate an error in the method.

.5. Measurement of the sample’s BSDF

The characterization of the retro-reflective sample assumes
sotropy and is performed for one invariant in-plane angle �i = 0◦ in
Ir and Vis. The incident elevation angle (angle between the surface
ormal and the light source direction) is set to �i = 5◦ and �i =10–70◦

n steps of 10◦. Incident elevation angles above 70◦ are affected by
hadowing due to the thickness of the plate holding the sample,
nd therefore not included in the measurement.

First, the BSDF of the entire reflection hemisphere (outgoing
s = 0–90◦, �s = 0–360◦) is scanned by the gonio-photometer in its
efault configuration. Directions close to retro-reflection, which are

ffected by the occlusion of the light source, are filtered from the
atasets.

Second, the extended configuration with two  BSs is employed
o scan only the region of the retro-reflective peak (incident light
gs 162 (2018) 121–133

direction ±7.5◦). Since the outgoing directions are effectively mir-
rored over the first BS (Fig. 5), post-processing has to transform the
coordinates of the acquired data-points to match the coordinate
system of the gonio-photometer in its default configuration. The
measurement of the unobstructed peak is rotated from (�s = 90◦,
�s =180◦) to (�s =180◦, �s = 0◦) and Pi is computed by integration.
Distributions of light scattered by the retro-reflective sample are
rotated from (�s = 90◦, �s = 0◦) to (�s = 0◦, �s = 0◦). In a final transfor-
mation step, the rotation is adjusted so that the maximum recorded
value is located at the ideal direction of retro-reflection, and the
BSDF is computed applying Eq. (1).

Data-points of the hemispherical scan and of the peak region are
merged into one data-set per incident direction, covering the entire
reflection hemisphere including the retro-reflected peak region.

Plots of the DSF in the scatter plane, defined as containing the
incident direction (�i, �i) and the surface normal of the sample,
illustrate the measured distributions. A logarithmic scale ensures
visibility of the background scatter in distributions featuring strong
peaks as expected for both the mirror and the retro-reflective sam-
ple.

2.6. Generation of a data-driven model from the measured BSDF

For each measured incident direction and wavelength range,
the Radiance command pabopto2bsdf generates a set of Gaus-
sian basis functions approximating the BSDF over all outgoing
directions. Between adjacent incident directions, a mass transport
algorithm is employed by bsdf2ttree to interpolate and gener-
ate a discrete representation of the BSDF at chosen resolution.
In the general case of anisotropic reflection, this results in a ten-
sor of four dimensions relating to �i, �i and �s, �s. However in
the case of isotropy, with invariant �i in the measurement, the
BSDF can be stored in a data cube of three dimensions. The res-
olution is parametrized as a power of 2 for each dimension, so
that a resolution parameter k leads to 24·k elements in the gen-
eral case of anisotropy, or 23·k for isotropy. In an optional, final
pass, adjacent elements of the tensor with low variance are joined
until a data-reduction target is met  given. The resulting hierarchi-
cal representation as a compact, multi-dimensional tree structure
is embedded into a XML  format that can be loaded into Radiance

and applied to any geometric primitive via the BSDF material type.
The method is applied to the measured BSDFs of the retro-

reflective sample to generate a data-driven model of high
directional resolution for each wavelength range. The measured
datasets for NIr and Vis, each corresponding to one incident direc-
tion, are compiled into interpolants:

pabopto2bsdf 05.dat 10.dat 20.dat
30.dat 40.dat 50.dat
60.dat 70.dat >sample.sir
The resolution parameter k is set to 7, leading to a data-cube

of 23·7 = 2,097,152 elements. The subsequent data-reduction pass
with a reduction target of 95% reduces the data-set to a compact
model of ≈104,858 elements:

bsdf2ttree -t3 -g 7 -t 95
sample.sir >sample.xml
The resulting XML  file can be loaded by Radiance to define a

material that can be assigned to any geometrical entity:
void BSDF retroreflectiveMat
6 0 sample.xml 0 1 0.
0
0

This defines a material description retroreflectiveMat refer-

ring to the data-driven model embedded in sample.xml as
generated from the measurements. The second line of above exam-
ple sets a zero thickness (second numerical value) and relates the
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Table  1
Reflection properties of the slats in the comparison of the retro-reflective with
ideally diffuse and specular coatings.

Case A Case B Case C

Top Retro-reflective Specular Diffuse
�  = 0.8 � = 0.8
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Table 2
Parameters in the generation of the BSDFs of Venetian blinds and glazing with
genBSDF.

Parameter Description All cases Case A

-t4 k Tensor resolution exponent,
results in 24·k coefficients

6

-c n Sample rays per hemisphere 32,768
-ad n Number of daughter rays at

each ambient ray intersection
128

-lw w Maximum weight of single ray
contribution

0.008

-ss n Number of specular samples 128

Table 3
Solar-optical properties (visible, solar transmission �vis , �sol and front, back emissiv-
ity �f , �b) as provided by the International Glazing Database (IGDB) for glazings of
given ID.

Description Variant ID �vis �sol �f �b

Outer,
uncoated
pane

both 14,706 0.912 0.905 0.840 0.840

Inner, coated
panes

LeL� 4407 0.858 0.522 0.053 0.841
Bottom Diffuse Diffuse Diffuse
�  = 0.8 � = 0.8 � = 0.8

n-plane reference, which is of no relevance for the case of isotropic
eflection, toward the positive y-axis.

.7. Modeling the effect of retro-reflection in Venetian blinds

To assess the effect of the retro-reflective coating, it is compared
o ideally diffuse and mirror-like slats of a Venetian blinds assem-
ly embedded in a triple-glazing unit. The slats are flat and tilted
orizontally. The depth and the vertical distance of the slats are
qually set to 10 mm.  Under the given sky condition, this prevents
irect transmission of sunlight and thereby allows the evaluation
f the effect of the reflection properties of the blinds.

Perfectly flat slats are far from realistic components of Venetian
linds. Market-available CFSs comprise slats featuring geometries
hat are highly optimized for visual comfort and control of solar
ains. However, reducing the geometry of the slats to planar
urfaces allows the isolated inspection of effects caused by the
eflection properties in a shading device causing minimum view
bstruction.

The retro-reflective coating is applied to the upper surface of
he slats in case A with the bottom sides being ideally diffuse. The
lats comprising case B feature a mirror-like top and ideally diffuse
eflection on the bottom surface. In case C, both surfaces share the
erfect diffuse reflection properties.

The blinds are embedded in a glazing assembly comprising an
ncoated glass pane toward the exterior, and two coated glass
anes toward the interior.

An overview of the reflection properties of the slats is given in
able 1.

The ideally diffuse and specular reflection properties of the
linds and glazing are modeled by the built-in material models in
adiance:
oid metal mirrorMat

 .8 .8 .8

.9  0

oid plastic diffuseMat

 .8 .8 .8

0  0

oid glass exteriorMat

 .99 .99 .99

oid glass interiorMat

 .775 .775 .775

For the assessment of daylight performance in Vis, photomet-
ic data-driven models of the blinds assemblies for all three cases,
ncluding the glazing, are generated using genBSDF. genBSDF is a
ay-tracer for the computation of BSDFs from geometric models and

istributed as part of Radiance. In analogy to the data-driven model
f the retro-reflective coating, the BSDF of the fenestration sys-
em is a full description of the light scattering properties of blinds
ssembly and glazing. Other than the isotropic reflection model of
LeH� 21457 0.887 0.715 0.086 0.840

the coating, the data-driven models of the fenestration replicate
anisotropic transmission as well as reflection from front and back.

Parameters set in the generation of the fenestration BSDFs
at high resolution in Vis are listed in Table 2. Prior to data-
reduction, the tensors for all three fenestration BSDFs comprise
24·k = 16,777,216 elements for of the four BSDF components
describing front and back reflection and transmission. This corre-
sponds to 4096 incident and 4096 outgoing scattered directions for
each component. The -c parameter, set to 32,768, determines the
number of sampled rays for each incident direction. This ensures
that, as an average, 32.768/4096 = 8 rays are sent for each pair
of incident and outgoing directions to random locations on the
non-uniform surface of the fenestration system. The -ad and -lw
parameters control the sampling on diffuse surfaces. Only for case
A, an additional parameter -ss causes the generation of 128 rays at
each specular reflection to sufficiently cover the width of the peak
region as described by the data-driven reflection model.

A second set of BSDFs, both in Vis and NIr, is generated from
the measurements of the coatings, and identical reflection val-
ues for Vis and NIr for all other surfaces. These BSDFs represent
only the blinds assembly without glass layers. They are generated
employing a fixed directional basis of 145 incident and 145 out-
going directions. The resulting BSDFs for each case are merged
into one XML  file, which consequently holds a description of light
scattering in the entire solar spectrum.

For each case, the solar BSDF of the blinds assembly is combined
with descriptions of the glazing layers in Window [42]. The blinds
are embedded in a glazing assembly comprising an uncoated pane
to the outside, and two  coated panes with 90% Argon fill to the
inside. Two variants of the coated panes are prepared for each case.

The first variant, LeL� , comprises panes of low emissivity and low
solar transmission. Its properties in Vis correspond to the glazing
description in the daylight performance evaluation.

Variant LeH� combines low emissivity with high solar transmis-
sion. Selected optical properties of the glass layers, as provided by
the International Glazing Database (IGDB) from within Window,
are listed in Table 3.
For each of the three cases and both variants, the solar heat gain
coefficient (SHGC) and direct-hemispherical solar transmission
�d,sol are computed in Window to assess the shading performance
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Fig. 8. Prototype implementing the design outlined in Fig. 5.  Light reflected back to
ig. 7. Cellular office [38] as a test case for the comparison of the retro-reflective
oating with ideally diffuse and specular slats. The lowest zone of the fenestration
s  opaque.

nd, with variant LeH� , the potential to make controlled use of solar
ains.

While �d,sol is a purely optical property describing the transmis-
ion of radiation at short wavelengths, SHGC comprises of �d,sol and
he inward flowing fraction of radiation emitted by the fenestration
ayers. Both SHGC and �d,sol are calculated for one incident eleva-
ion angle � = 50◦, when the blinds fully occlude direct sunlight and
ransmission through the assembly is limited to reflection on the
lats.

.8. Testing the model in an exemplary test room

The effective daylight performance of the three glazing systems
s tested for an exemplary cellular, South-oriented office (Fig. 7).
he office is directly exposed the sun in the South at an elevation
f 50◦. This sky condition agrees with the exemplary case chosen
or the calculation of SHGC and �d,sol, and ensures that direct sun-

ight is entirely occluded geometrically by the chosen horizontal
rientation of the blinds. These idealized sky conditions are cho-
en to illustrate the coating’s effect in a comprehensive manner. An
valuation aiming at representative results would have to consider

Fig. 9. Profile of the mirror’s DSF in the scatter plane, Vis and NIr. The peak-re
the  lamp is discarded.

manual or automated control of the blinds, and asks for climate-
based daylight modeling (CBDM) techniques and annual metrics.

The BSDFs in Vis representing the glazing systems of the three
cases A, B and C are employed to invisible surfaces enclosing the
fenestration geometry in the model. These BSDFs are queried only
when the enclosing surfaces are hit by rays as part of the stochastic,
indirect-diffuse calculation module of Radiance, geometrical ray-
tracing within the fenestration does not take place. This use of the
BSDF as a “black box” in the indirect-diffuse calculation simplifies
the simulation, since complex light propagation within the fenes-
tration is computed only once in the generation of the data-driven
model. Furthermore, the data-driven model overcomes a limitation
of the backward ray-tracing algorithm in the treatment of specu-
lar, redirecting systems, which would otherwise require techniques
such as the introduction of virtual light sources or forward-tracing
extensions [43].

In the direct, deterministic calculation module of Radiance, rays
pass the enclosing surfaces unaffected and take part of a full ray-
tracing calculation through the fenestration system. This preserves
visibility of the geometric detail, such as the slats, and pronounces
shadow patterns due to direct sunlight.
For all cases A–C, illuminance on the interior surfaces of the
office, as seen by an occupant facing the fenestration, and horizon-

gion measured through the BSs is indicated by an enhanced line-width.
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Fig. 10. Profile of the retro-reflective sample’s DSF in the scatter plane measured in the wavelength range of Vis.
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Fig. 11. Profile of the retro-reflective sample’s DSF in 

al illuminance on the working plane are computed as a measure of
hading by the flat blinds under ideal conditions for view-through.

For identical viewing conditions, luminance maps are generated.
ther than the illuminance distribution, the luminance maps also

eflect the reflection properties of the interior surfaces.
The glare evaluation software evalglare is employed to compute

aylight Glare Probability (DGP) and Daylight Glare Index (DGI) as
etrics for the evaluation of discomfort glare by daylight from the

uminance maps [44,45]. The two metrics differ in that the formu-
ation for DGP considers the vertical illuminance Ev reaching the
ye of an observer as potential cause of discomfort glare, as well as
o account for adaption effects which is accounted to background
uminance Lb in the formulation of DGI.

. Results and discussion

.1. Extension of the gonio-photometer
A prototype of the setup as illustrated in Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 8.
t comprises laser-cut acrylic parts holding two beam-splitters. The
crylic parts are held by PVC tubes and threaded rods. An additional
affle is attached to the mounting plate during measurements to
atter plane measured in the wavelength range of NIr.

prevent direct light scattering from the sample to the detector. The
prototype replaces the sample mount of the default configuration.
Since the beam-splitters orientation toward the light source must
be kept fixed, the incident elevation angle �i is manually set by
rotation of the mounting plate.

3.2. Testing of the measurement method

Fig. 9 shows the DSFs of the mirror close to the specular peak, as
measured in the wavelength ranges of Vis and NIr for two  incident
directions. The data-set for �i = 0◦ comprises measurements with
and without BSs. For �i = 10◦, no BSs were employed and there-
fore no reflection data is present in the region around the incident
direction.

For DSF values above 10, the widths of the peaks in both wave-
length ranges match. The peak is wider in the range of Vis than
NIr for values below 10. For values lower than 0.01, low frequency

noise in NIr is apparent, which can be explained by a known drift
mostly due to temperature effects at low signal levels. This effect
does not occur in the range of Vis. These observations equally apply
to the measurements with (�i = 0◦) and without BSs (�i = 10◦).
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Fig. 12. Profile of the retro-reflective sample’s DSF in the scatter plane as returned by the data-driven model in the wavelength range of Vis. The deviations from measurements
for  �i = 30◦ and 60◦ are shaded.
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ig. 13. Profile of the retro-reflective sample’s DSF in the scatter plane as returned by
or  �i = 30◦ and 60◦ are shaded.

The measurement for �i = 0◦ without BSs shows artifacts caused
y shading in the ranges �s =− 7.5–−2.5◦ and �s = 2.5–7.5◦. Data-
oints in this region are typically excluded and only shown here
o illustrate the effect. The distributions for �i = 0◦ show a minor
iscontinuity at the joint datasets for the hemisphere and the peak
egion at negative � in both wavelength ranges. The distributions
gree at positive �.

The overall accordance between the measurements confirms
he validity and the in-principal applicability of the method to the
roblem. The method is applicable for surfaces featuring strong
eaks, leading to high signals in the entire peak region. This is the
ase for the sample that is to be evaluated in this study, and moti-
ated the development of the instrument extension specifically for
he peak region.

.3. Measured BSDF of the coating
The DSFs of the sample, measured at eight incident direc-
ions in the wavelength ranges of Vis and NIr, are presented in
igs. 10 and 11.
ta-driven model in the wavelength range of NIr. The deviations from measurements

The coating exhibits a strong directional peak toward the inci-
dent direction in both wavelength ranges. The heights of the peaks
are approximately equal for incident directions in the range of
�i = 5–50◦, and then moderately decrease toward the highest mea-
sured �i = 70◦.

Lower, wide lobes are present in the forward direction. How-
ever, the magnitude of the retro-reflected peaks is about two orders
of magnitude higher than the forward lobes.

Compared to the front-side mirror, a distinct diffuse background
is visible but about three orders of magnitude lower than the peaks.
The presence of this background can be confirmed visually since the
sample does appear in a bright gray under directional illumination.

A discontinuity exists between the hemispherical measure-
ments and the DSF of the peak region, which is measured employing
the two BSs. In Vis, the peak is positively offset compared to the
background, while a negative offset occurs in NIr.

Alignment errors can be excluded to cause this effect, since

measurements in both wavelength ranges are conducted without
change to the geometric setup.
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Fig. 14. Profile of the fenestration system DSFs in the scatter plane for transmission in Vis. Coordinates are relative to the fenestration plane. � = 0◦ points inward, positive �
upward.

Table 4
Comparison of the data-driven model with the measured DSF of the retro-reflective
coating in the scatter plane by frequency of deviations �DSF and coefficient of
variation of the root-mean-square deviation CV(RMSD).

�i CV(RMSD)  �DSF<  5% �DSF<10% �DSF<20%

Vis 30◦ 4.041 7.8% 14.4% 36.3%
60◦ 3.713 4.4% 11.9% 50.1%
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Table 5
Direct-hemispherical reflection integrals derived from model (�dh,mod) and mea-
sured DSF (�dh,mea) of the retro-reflective coating.

�i �dh,mea �dh,mod ��dh

Vis 30◦ 0.813 0.815 0.3%
60◦ 0.663 0.656 −1.1%

NIr  30◦ 0.750 0.732 −2.4%

NIr  30◦ 2.677 9.7% 25.2% 41.9%

60◦ 1.900 11.6% 25.5% 52.9%

One possible cause for the discontinuities are thermal effects at
he detectors in particular when the measured signal is low. The
onio-photometer is operated in an environment with a tempera-
ure set to ≈20 ◦C, but no direct cooling of the detectors. Thermal
oise is compensated by subtraction of a fixed offset value from
he signal. This offset is determined under stabilized thermal con-
itions. Setting of incident directions, when employing the BSs, is
one manually by a person accessing the laboratory from the out-
ide, and affects the temperature in the laboratory. Since the BSs
ecrease the overall signal range, the impact of thermal effects

s high. On the other hand, for measurements of the reflection
emisphere excluding the peak, the incident direction is set auto-
atically without manual intervention. The temperature in the lab

hus remains stable and, furthermore, the impact of thermal effects
s lower due to higher measured signals.

The role of thermal effects will be further investigated but, since
hey affect only the lower region of the peak measurements, are
xpected to have little effect on the validity of the results.

.4. Data-driven reflection model from measured BSDF

The profiles of the DSF in the scatter plane, as predicted by the
ata-driven model for three exemplary incident directions �i = 30◦,
5◦ and 60◦, are shown in Fig. 12 (Vis) and Fig. 13 (NIr). For two inci-
ent directions �i = 30◦, 60◦ the corresponding measurement data

s underlaid. The distributions for �i = 45◦ are the result of inter-
olation. In analogy to the measured DSF, the models show high
ccordance in both wavelength ranges.
The shapes of the retro-reflected peaks are closely matched by
he models for both measured directions. They also seam to be
lausible for the third direction, where no direct comparison to
easurements is possible. The discrete nature of the data-driven
60◦ 0.646 0.631 −2.3%

model, even at high directional resolution (≈1.5◦), results in a flat-
tened peaks. The locally adaptive resolution is high in the peak
region and closely matches the shape over several decades.

The forward lobes of the distributions are present in the model
output, but appear less pronounced and do not match the measure-
ment as closely as the peaks. The interpolation algorithm seams
to strongly favor peak regions when fitting the measured distri-
butions. Note that the amplitude of the forward peak is low and
pronounced in the plots by the logarithmic scale.

Step artifacts introduced by the local data-reduction are appar-
ent at lower values of the DSF. However, due to the broadness of the
forward peak, the reduced directional resolution in these regions
does not lead to a stronger mismatch with the measurement. The
locally adaptive data-reduction appears to be well suited to main-
tain the sample’s highly directional reflection characteristics, with
most reflected power concentrated in a narrow peak region and a
wide range of directions of little variance.

While the qualitative evaluation confirms the presence of all
important features of the measurement in the data-driven model,
a quantitative comparison reveals high local deviations. About half
of the values in the scatter plane deviate more than 20% from the
measurement. This is expected since the discrete model effectively
distributes the power contained in the peak over an extended solid
angle, and replaces less pronounced features by coarse approx-
imations due to the adaptive data-reduction. The limited peak
resolution in particular may  affect visual comfort assessments
if focused highlights occur in the field of view. In the case of
retro-reflection, this effect seams to be not critical, since specular
reflection of sunlight is directed to the outside.
In terms of direct-hemispherical integrals, the data-driven
model achieves a high degree of accordance as shown in
Tables 4 and 5 for two  incident directions.
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Fig. 15. Profile of the fenestration system DSFs in the scatter plane for reflection in Vis. � = 180◦ points outward. � =90–180◦ is above, � =180–270◦ below the horizon.

Fig. 16. Distribution of horizontal illuminance on a sensor grid at z = 0.85 m (bottom = So
cases  achieve Eh > 300 lx unless covered by furniture (left column, top row).

Table 6
Solar gains glazing variant LeL� , cases A–C for exemplary sun elevations (values for
the  evaluated sun elevation 50◦ in bold letters).

40◦ 50◦ 60◦

SHGC �d,sol SHGC �d,sol SHGC �d,sol

A .2279 .1024 .1526 .0520 .1390 .0466
B  .4484 .2602 .3947 .2030 .2677 .1058
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predicted by Window are listed in Tables 6 and 7. The sun elevation
◦

C  .2838 .1356 .2241 .0925 .1996 .0817

.5. Effects of retro-reflection in Venetian blinds

Figs. 14 and 15 show the photometric DSF for the fenestration
ystems, including glazing, in the scatter plane and for one incident
levation �i = 130◦. Angular coordinates are relative to the fenes-
ration plane, with � = 0◦ corresponding to the inside. The shown

istributions therefore correspond to a sun elevation of 50◦.

Light transmitted through the system by upward reflection on
he mirror blinds (case B) to �s = 50◦ is the most prominent feature
uth). Black frames indicate the room’s outlines. Under the assessed conditions, all

in the transmission distributions. While all systems feature diffuse
transmission downward due to identical reflection properties of
the bottom surfaces of the slats, only for cases A and C a diffuse
upward transmission occurs.

All systems show a pronounced peak at �s = 230◦ due to reflec-
tion on the outer glass surface, and diffuse downward reflection
by the bottom surfaces of the slats. Retro-reflection causes a peak
toward the incident direction for case A.

While light scattering by case A is characterized by the retro-
reflection to the outside, and case B by the almost exclusive,
directional transmission to the inside. Since the blinds assembly of
case C scatters light equally to the inside and outside, the DSFs for
transmission and reflection differ only due to the different trans-
mission of the inner and outer glazing.

The solar gains for both glazing variants and all three cases as
angle of 50 reflects the condition for which the blinds inclination
angle is set and are evaluated. The values for 40◦ and 60◦ indicate
the sensitivity to the incident direction.
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Fig. 17. Distribution of illuminance E [lx] on the surfaces of an exemplary, South-facing office with flat blinds featuring retro-reflective (case A), ideally mirror-like (B), and
ideally  diffuse (C) top surfaces. Sun elevation 50◦ , azimuth 0◦ (South).

Fig. 18. Luminance maps [cd m−2] for cases A, B and C. Note the reflectio

Table 7
Solar gains glazing variant LeH� .

40◦ 50◦ 60◦

SHGC �d,sol SHGC �d,sol SHGC �d,sol

A .2803 .1680 .1823 .0873 .1653 .0778
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B  .5752 .4197 .4978 .3382 .3279 .1841
C  .3540 .2254 .2746 .1559 .2441 .1366

For both glazing variants, solar gains are highest if the mirror-
ike top surfaces reflect direct sunlight to the interior (case B).

Slats with diffuse reflection on top and bottom surfaces (case
) lead to a decrease of shortwave transmission by ≈50% when
ompared to the mirror blinds (case B). The decrease of SHGC by
45% is less pronounced due to increased longwave emission by

he blinds.
The retro-reflective coating (case A) achieves the lowest solar

ransmission and SHGC. Compared to case B, solar transmission is
educed by ≈75% and SHGC by ≈60%. The coating combines mini-

al  forward transmission due to its retro-reflective property, and
ow emission due to the high directionality of retro-reflection. It

inimizes diffuse inter-reflection and thereby absorption within
he blinds assembly, effectively limiting the emission toward the
nterior.

.6. Effects on daylight admission and distribution
The different reflection properties of cases A–C effect the shad-
ng and thereby the daylight supply in the attached office space. The
lluminance distributions calculated on a 0.25 m by 0.25 m sensor
rid at 0.85 m height are show in Fig. 16. Under the assessed sky
n of the sun in the luminaire in case B marked by the black circle.

condition and configuration of the blinds geometry, all three cases
maintain a high horizontal illuminance of Eh > 300 lx. Extremely
high values for Eh occur close to the fenestration in cases B, C. These
are avoided by the retro-reflective coating A, leading to an even illu-
minance distribution. Specular reflection of the incident sunlight
by the blinds’ top, and the luminaire’s downward surfaces, lead to
locally high Eh at a distance of ≈4.00 m from the fenestration.

The illuminance distributions for the three cases are presented
with a linear color-mapping in Fig. 17. Due to the geometrical con-
figuration of the blinds, sunlight for the given elevation angle of 50◦

is not directly transmitted through the window.
The retro-reflective coating as in case A achieves an effective

shading by suppressing reflection to the interior. Illuminance is in
the range of 500–2000 lx on all opaque surfaces but the side-walls
and ceiling. On the walls in direct proximity to the window, a weak
effect of diffuse skylight and scattering of sunlight by the slats is
apparent and results in a higher illuminance of up to ≈4000 lx. For-
ward reflection causes a high illuminance on the ceiling close to the
window up to ≈5500 lx.

The mirror-like reflection of light from the slats comprising the
blinds assembly in case B produces a projection of the window
aperture to the ceiling. Consequently, illuminance reaches up to
≈20,000 lx on the ceiling. Illuminance on the other opaque surfaces,
illuminated mostly by light reflected from the ceiling (� = 0.8), is
in the range of 500–4000 lx and up to ≈5000 lx on the side-walls
adjacent to the window.

When compared to case B, the diffuse reflection by the slats in
case C results in less extreme maximum illuminance of ≈8000 lx,

which is limited to the ceiling in immediate proximity of the
window. However, the illuminance on the opaque surfaces is con-
sistently higher than in case A.
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Fig. 19. Potential glare sourc

Table 8
Results of glare assessments for the three cases of retro-reflective (A), specular (B),
and diffuse (case C) blinds.

Case A Case B Case C

DGP 0.328 0.888 0.352
DGI  23.931 29.340 22.310
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Ev [lx] 2235.396 8604.529 2712.936
Lb [cd m−2] 211.629 256.865 313.257

Fig. 18 shows the luminance maps for the three cases. A logarith-
ic  color map  is applied to cover the dynamic range of the imagery.

s can be expected, the luminance on the diffuse surfaces is in
ccordance with the illuminance distributions in Fig. 17. The spec-
lar reflection on the luminaire’s surface at the ceiling produces

 mirror image of the fenestration, and therefore high luminance
alues in all three cases. The highest pixel values are present in case
, where the reflected sun-disk is visible on the luminaire with a
aximum luminance of ≈850,000 cd m−2.

The glare assessment of the three cases considers not only the
paque surfaces of the office interior, but also the sky as visible
hrough the fenestration systems. Reflection by specular surfaces
uch as the luminaire in the suspended ceiling can contribute
o glare if they reflect directional light. The results of the eval-
ation employing evalglare are listed in Table 8. Detected glare
ources are colored in Fig. 19. Since a task area cannot be defined
or the given view, a fixed threshold of 2000 cd m−2 was applied
o the pixel values to identify glare sources, and a threshold of
,000,000 cd m−2 to extract peaks such as reflections of the sun disk.

Discomfort glare as predicted by the DGP is extremely high for
ase B. The predicted value of 0.896 exceeds the defined range of
he metric, and is clearly above the upper limit of tolerable glare
efined as 0.45. For cases A and C, the computed DGPs are in the
alid range of 0.2–0.8. The prediction for case A is below, case C
ust above the threshold of 0.35 for perceptible glare. According
he DGP, good visual comfort conditions in terms of discomfort are

aintained by both diffuse and the retro-reflective coating, but the
atter is preferable.

The assessment based on DGI contradicts the predictions by the
GP metric. The result for cases A and C are in the acceptable range
2–24 with case C achieving a minimally better result. Case B is
learly higher and must be considered intolerable according to the
etric.

The disagreement of the two metrics in rating cases A and C
an be explained by the role of Ev in DGP, and the background
uminance Lb in DGI, to account for adaption effects. DGI models
daption based on background luminance Lb, which excludes the
lare sources. This favors case C where Lb is more than three times

igher than in case A. The approach is questionable in cases where
he glare source covers a large fraction of the field of view, but is
ot considered to effect adaption. The formulation of DGP, driven
y this short-coming, relies on Ev (including the potential glare
es for cases A, B and C.

sources) both as a factor for adaption and a source for discomfort
glare.

4. Conclusion

A novel extension to a scanning gonio-photometer for the mea-
surement of retro-reflection has been developed. Applicability and
validity of the approach, employing two beam-splitters to com-
pensate for its wavelength dependent transmission and reflection
properties, were demonstrated. Based on these initial tests, a fully
functional setup shall be developed that reduces error due to mis-
alignment compared to the presented prototype.

The evaluated coating achieves a highly directional, retro-
reflective effect. This property is confirmed in both evaluated
wavelength ranges Vis and NIr and over a wide range of incident
directions �i = 5–70◦.

Compiled from measured BSDF, the data-driven reflection
model in Radiance is capable to accurately replicate all characteris-
tic features of the sample. Since Radiance implements an advanced
algorithm for interpolation, but has no means to extrapolate, the
applicability of the model is limited to the range of measured inci-
dent directions. Based on the results of this work, the presented
apparatus to measure retro-reflection shall be modified accord-
ingly so that a wider range of incident directions can be covered.
Yet, the measurement of reflection for incident directions close to
grazing is inherently limited. The implementation of an extrapo-
lation algorithm that predicts peaks either in the forward mirror
direction or the direction of ideal retro-reflection based on a given
set of measurements remains a challenge to overcome limitations
of the data-driven model.

Since the retro-reflective effect is achieved independently from
the profile geometry, the coating allows to develop Venetian blinds
with low profile height. Effective sun-shading could be demon-
strated in the comparison with diffuse and specular blinds even
with flat, horizontal slats. Since most incident sunlight is direction-
ally reflected toward the outside, visible light is blocked and solar
gains are minimized. The application of the coating in future Vene-
tian blinds assemblies promises to achieve high performance as a
sun-shading device while maintaining view to the outside.

This study focuses on the effect of the coating rather than the
performance of a complete fenestration system. Further research
shall assess the performance of the coating when applied in realistic
cases with optimized blinds profiles. Different strategies to set the
inclination angle of the blinds to maximize view-through and day-
light supply shall be tested over extended time-spans employing
CBDM.
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